
The Making Of “On This Old Guitar” 

Songwriter's Commentary

00:00 Just a tune. Currently not the right tune. But the start is right. 
Lyrics not there. Just a concept.

00:58 A new melody that never made it in. Notice the “singing 
without lyrics” method at work.

01:25 Melody of verse end complete. Not that I know it yet.

01:50 A break away melody being attempted.

02:26 More stream of consciousness lyrics.

02:48 Lost the melody of the verse again now.

02:59 Re-attempting the breakaway melody. With improv lyrics.

03:39 Some of the actual lyrics!

04:00 More lyrics born, with bedding in of the tune.

04:13 Brand new tune for a breakaway section that never 
happened.

04:48 I have the tune, but not the lyrics.

05:09 Second half verse tune is still wobbly.

05:22 I quite like this fledgling melody. It gets even better in a bit.

06:16 Like right here! Must use this for something else.

06:32 I really like this chord!

07:26 The tune is now bedded in.



08:22 Playing around by looping the tune. This settles me into the 
song. Gets it into my bones. Also gives the opportunity for lyrics to 
emerge organically.

09:37 Hmmmm.

09:48 Still not the right lyrics. “Sentiments” line doesn't make it in. 
But a lot of this is close.

10:19 I've not removed this breakaway part yet.

11:06 This is my harmonica solo first being suggested to me in my 
head.

11:25 Keeping on looping. “The moon” gets its first mention. 
Nonsense lyrics keep coming. This is ok. It is a core part of my 
writing method.

12:55 Aye aye. The breakaway part is back.

13:44 The need for a harmonica solo re-suggests itself.

14:00 More dud lyrics. But “dreaming of you” comes in here.

14:40 The breakaway is the most finished bit of the song. And I 
axed it! What gives??!

15:38 Lyrics idea about phone. Not bad, but it never made it.

15:56 A lyric idea for a verse about a young woman sat by a pond.

16:38 Oh, it's graduated to a lake now.

16:50 Playing with poetic ideas. Again, they don't make it in. Wistful 
English folk style lyrics.

18:49 I'm cold like a stone?? Hmmm.



19:07 First full play through. Plus harmonica. No breakaway.

22:50 Second run through.

26:30 I've started so I'll finish. Oh. Maybe not.


